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Chapter 1:

Introduction/Background

SECTION 1-1: ABSTRACT

In the previous decades, the evidence based practice (EBP) has been

emphasized in the field of sports medicine as well as athletic training. Disease

Oriented Evidence (DOE) focuses on the disease or injury and may not

n. Therefore, it

may not be as meaningful to the patient. On the other hand, Patient-Oriented

Evidence that Matters (POEM) are related to morbidity, mortality, and symptom

improvement. Therefore, it is directly important and meaningful to Heath Related

Quality of Life (HR-QOL) of the patient.

Functioning (ICF) provides a theoretical framework that looks at functioning and

disability in a dynamic or complex interaction between various health conditions

and contextual factors. In the ICF, functioning is divided in 3 levels; functioning at

the body parts, the whole person, and the whole person in their complete

environment. Correspondingly, the disability is described as impairment, activity

limitation, and participation restriction.
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Similar impairments may result in different degrees of activity limitations

and participation restrictions, or disability, depending on environmental and

personal factors. Therefore, it is imperative for clinicians to look at impacts of a

health condition not only in terms of impairments, but also activity limitations and

participation restrictions.

Along with the EBP, patient-centered medicine is the guiding principle in

the modern medicine. Accordingly, the emphasis in outcome measure is shifting

from clinician-based to patient-based outcome measure in recent years. Despite

its importance, the lack of patient-based outcome measures in the fields of

Sports Medicine and Athletic Training has been reported in the literature.

A self-

values into the medical treatment and to evaluate the effectiveness of

(FAAM) is a region specific self-reported outcome instrument and developed by

the American Physical Therapy Association Foot and Ankle Special Interest

Group. The use of the FAAM is recommended to be included in the RTP decision

making process and outcome measure of acute ankle sprains by the National
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Ankle sprains are frequently reported to be one of the most common

types of athletic injuries in the literature. Often times, the severity of the ankle

sprain is misjudged, and inappropriate management results in recurrent ankle

sprains and chronic conditions.

Functional performance tests (FPTs) have been used to assess

functional recovery and patient confidence in the limb, help RTP decisions, and

identify those who are at risk of re-injury. FPTs of single-limb hop maneuvers

have been found to be effective in achieving these intended purposes by

challenging the lateral aspect of the ankle. However, previous studies have been

mostly conducted on general adult populations with chronic conditions, and

hence the applicability of FPTs to athletic populations after traumatic lateral

ankle sprains is unknown.

Largely based upon impairment measures, traumatic lateral ankle

sprains are typically classified as mild, moderate, or severe despite that there is

relatively limited evidence is available to support such a classification system.

Furthermore, prediction of RTP after traumatic lateral ankle sprains has been

reported to be more accurate and valid when it is based upon patient-rated

measures such as activity limitations and weight bearing status, rather than
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clinician-rated measures.

SECTION 1-2: Patient-Rated Outcome Measure

Evidence Based Practice

In the previous decades, the evidence based practice (EBP) has been

emphasized in the fields of sports medicine and athletic training.128,144,148,159 The

EBP is the fundamental principle that the quality of patient care is dependent on

evidence currently available.132,139

There are two kinds of evidence that guide the EBP; Disease Oriented

Evidence (DOE) and Patient-Oriented Evidence that Matters (POEM).41,42,78 The

DOEs focus on the disease or injury itself, and gain the information about the

cause, pathomechanics, prevalence, and etiology. Therefore, DOEs inherently

may not be as meaningful to the patient. Also, DOEs are not always applicable

for use in practice as they may or may not be related to the improvement of the

42,78 On the other hand, POEMs focus on the information that is

directly important and meaningful to Heath Related Quality of Life (HR-QOL) of

the patient.41,42,78 The examples of the POEMs include information such as
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morbidity, mortality, symptom improvement, and cost reduction.41,42,78 POEMs

are gained only from the studies that include the outcome measure that is

important to the patient. Therefore, it is crucial to the EBP in that it incorporate

the

patient.

International Classification of Functioning

del, provides a

theoretical framework that describes how globally a health condition impacts the

-QOL.82,81,84,152,182 The ICF provides a unifying framework of

disablement concepts and terminology which allows efficient communications

among clinicians and scientists. The ICF looks at functioning and disability in a

dynamic or complex interaction between various health conditions and

contextual factors.84,82,152,182 (FIGURE1-1) Therefore, the ICF synthesizes

biological, personal, and social perspectives of functioning and disability, and

provides a biopsychosocial comprehensible framework.182 Definitions of key

concepts in the ICF are presented in TABLE 1-1.
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FIGURE 1-1 Interactions between the components of ICF

(from World Health Organization, Fig 1182)
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TABLE 1-1 Definitions of key concepts182

Health condition an umbrella term for disease (acute or chronic), disorder,

injury or trauma.

Functioning an umbrella term encompassing all body functions, activities and

participation

Disability an umbrella term for impairments, activity limitations or participation

restrictions

Body function the physiological functions of body systems

Body structure anatomical parts of the body such as organs, limbs and their

components

Impairment problems in body function or structure such as a significant

deviation or loss

Activity the execution of a task or action by an individual

Participation involvement in a life situation

Activity limitations difficulties an individual may have in executing activities

Participation restrictions problems an individual may experience in

involvement in life situations
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In the ICF, functioning is divided in 3 levels; functioning at the body parts,

the whole person, and the whole person in their complete environment.84,182

Correspondingly, the ICF describes the disability in terms of 3 interrelated

factors; impairment, activity limitation, and participation restriction.81,84,163,182

Impairments are loss of or abnormalities of an anatomical, physiological nature

and problems in body functions and structures due to the active pathologic

condition.81,84,182 Activity limitations are difficulties experienced by a person in

executing relatively simple activities and tasks as a person, regardless of the

context in which simple tasks and activities are being performed, and vary in

degrees according to the levels of the functions expected to each person.81,84,182

Participation restrictions are problems a patient may experience performing

socially defined roles in a life situation.84,81,163,182 Therefore, although activity and

participation are interrelated and difficult to differentiate, a single level of activity

limitations may result in different participation restrictions to different

individuals.84

ICF-based patient evaluations allow clinicians to look at impacts of a

health condition not only in terms of body functions and structures, or

impairments, but also activity limitations and participation restrictions, providing
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a comprehensive framework for the assessment of the effect of a health

-QOL.48,84,144 This is important as two patients

with similar impairments may have different degrees of activity limitations and

participation restrictions, or disability, depending on environmental and personal

factors.84,182 Furthermore, the reduction of impairments does not necessarily

correlate with the reduction of disability.83 Additionally, impairments, besides pain,

are not associated with long-term goals of patients.159 Therefore, goals of

treatment and rehabilitation should be directed at reducing disability and

improving HR-QOL by relieving symptoms and restoring functions and abilities of

patients.11

Patient-Rated Outcome Measure

Outcome measures are essential to EBP in that they offer a basis for

clinical decisions.16,83,85,115,159 Clinical outcome measures can be clinician-based

and patient-based depending on the way in which outcomes are collected.

Clinician-

hand, patient-based outcome measure is acquired through t

view.42,50,115,159
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Along with the EBP, patient-centered medicine is the guiding principle in

the modern medicine.7,79,95,140 Patient-centered care is defined by the Institute of

79 Accordingly, the emphasis in outcome

measure is shifting from clinician-based to patient-based outcome measures in

recent years.16,42,78,140 Furthermore, patient-based outcome measures include

-QOL, and hence helps provide POEMs.16,83,159

Most clinician-based outcome measures in the Sports Medicine and

Athletic Training fields relate to impairment measures such as muscle strength,

range of motion, pain, swelling, ligament integrity and so forth.50 They are

measured by clinician. On the other hand, patient-based outcome measures are

granted by the patient through a questionnaire or self-reported outcome

instrument, and relate to symptoms, activity limitations, and participation

restrictions that the he or she is experiencing in ADL and sports activities from a

health condition.16,83,159

Previous studies suggest that clinician-rated measures and patient-rated

measures capture different aspects of HR-QOL.2,42,137 Therefore, it is imperative

for clinicians to incorporate both clinician- and patient-rated measures to
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effectively assess the whole impact of a health condition on patients.

Despite its importance, the lack of patient-based outcome measures in

the fields of Sports Medicine and Athletic Training has been reported in the

literature.50,114,115,127,128,144,159 Likewise, the predominant use of the impairment

measures in the treatment and rehabilitation process as well as Return-to-Play

(RTP) decisions were criticized in sport rehabilitation fields.19,50,115

Self-Reported Outcome Instrument and the Foot Ankle Ability Measure

A self-reported

values into the medical treatment and to evaluate the effectiveness of

self-reported outcome instruments, which can be generic or specific.53,63 The

specificity of self-reported outcome instruments includes disease, body region,

dimension, summary item, and individualized measures.53 Clinicians need to

choose a self-reported outcome instrument based upon the intended use. Before

a self-reported outcome instrument is used for the above mentioned purposes,

evidence must be provided. Such evidence includes, but not limited to: face

validity, content validity, construct validity, internal consistency, and
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reliability.53,101,133,169 Furthermore, a self-reported outcome instrument needs to

be translated and cross-culturally adapted if it is to be used in another language

or culture.6

There have been more than a dozen types of self-reported outcome

instruments developed for the foot and ankle region.46,59,105 The Foot and Ankle

Ability Measure (FAAM) was developed by the American Physical Therapy

Association Foot and Ankle Special Interest group, with involvement from actual

patients.106 This development process gives the FAAM a higher content validity

as well as construct validity.105 The original version of the FAAM is one of the

four instruments that provided evidence of content validity, construct validity,

reliability, and responsiveness.46,105 The 29-item questionnaire is divided into two

subscales; a 21-item ADL and an 8-item Sports subscales. Each item is scored

on a 5-point Likert scale. The FAAM measures activity limitations and

participation restrictions that patients are experiencing from foot and ankle

disorders.

The use of the FAAM is recommended to be included in the RTP

decision making process and outcome measure of acute ankle sprains by the
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Association.89,103

Patient-Rated Outcome Measure of Physically Active Individuals and

Athletes

Patient-rated outcome measures need to be specific to the nature of the

patient as it has been reported that HR-QOL of athletes may be impacted by an

injury differently than that of general population.50,109,159,163 Therefore, the

evidence from the patient-rated outcome measures that is specific to athletes is

necessary to effectively guide the treatment and rehabilitation process to the

successful RTP. 159

SECTION 1-3: Ankle Sprains

Epidemiology

Ankle sprains are frequently reported to be one of the most common

types of athletic injuries among the literatures.74,88,110 A recent meta-analysis

revealed that indoor, court sports carry the highest risk of ankle sprain, with

lateral ankle sprain being the most frequently observed ankle injury.38 The

greater risk of suffering an ankle sprain is a previous injury47,157 and as high as
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73 % of re-injury rate has been reported.184 Furthermore, POEMs concerning

common clinical conditions, such as ankle sprains, are considered to have the

greatest value.41

Chronic Ankle Instability

Often times, the severity of the ankle sprain is misjudged and

inappropriate management such as premature RTP results in recurrent ankle

sprain and chronic ankle instability, or CAI.33,58,67,77,113,160 Middelkoop et al

reported self-reported pain at rest and re-sprains for the first 3 months following

the initial ankle sprain have been associated chronic symptoms.160 Such chronic

symptoms can extend more than decades while associated symptoms can

progressively deteriorate.98,166 As a result, repetitive ankle sprains and chronic

symptoms have been reported to be associated with higher risk of

osteoarthritis.62

Traditionally, CAI has been reported to be composed of two major

subgroups; mechanical instability and functional instability.67 (FIGURE 1-2)

Although the mechanical instability has been generally defined and accepted as

the pathologic ligamentous laxity, the functional instability has been vaguely
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characterized.68 sensations of instability are the

most commonly reported and perhaps the most serious symptom of CAI,

yet it has not been sufficiently addressed in the literatures despite the staggering

prevalence of this symptoms with the CAI.175 The term functional instability has

68 Similarly,

feeling of ankle joint instability is separately defined as

ADL and sporting activities the subject feels that the ankle joint is unstable and is

whereas

led and unpredictable

28

FIGURE 1-2. Multifactorial Nature of CAI (from Hertel et al. Fig5.67)
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Functional Performance Tests

Recent systemic review and meta-analysis showed that postural control

is impaired as a result of acute ankle sprains, contributing to increased risk of

re-injury and development of CAI.111,173 Adverse effects of this impairment may

influence contralateral uninjured limbs due to centrally mediated motor control

pattern alterations, and therefore contralateral uninjured limbs may not be

appropriate as a reference of normal postural control.174,173 Furthermore, it is

suggested that static single-

to detect these postural control deficits, and hence more challenging dynamic

tasks may be more appropriate as an outcome measure.112,111.

Although predominantly investigated on the patients with the anterior

cruciate ligament deficient and reconstructed knee, functional performance tests

(FPTs) challenge various aspects of the sensory motor system to assess

functional recovery, and confidence in the limb, help RTP decisions, and identify

those who are at risk of re-injury.35,61,99,100,117,121,123,136,141,153,154 Often, the limb

symmetry index of <90% or more than 10% difference between the injured and

noninjured limbs is considered as unsatisfactory following ACL injury.153 A

positive correlation between the single leg hop limb symmetry index and
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self-reported functions, and prognostic ability of single leg hop limb symmetry

index for long term outcome have been reported.61,99

Numerous studies have reported FPTs are able to effectively identify

individuals with ankle sprains and CAI.13,14,30,37,43,45,44,58,86,119,118,142,176 although a

few studies have demonstrated otherwise.31,120,183 Furthermore, a few studies

found its effectiveness when a feelin

was included in the analysis.13,14,37 Similarly, Eechaute et al reported a FPT can

reliably detect individuals with CAI based upon perceived difficulty with the FPT

as rated the visual analogue scale (VAS).43,45,44

Typical mechanisms of injury of lateral ankle sprains involve excessive

supination of the rearfoot, coupled with external rotation of the lower leg

immediately after initial contact to the ground during athletic activities.67 FPTs

achieve the intended purposes by replicating the stress that is placed on the

body during sports activities. As expected, those FPTs which found to be

effective typically involve single-limb hop maneuvers, challenging the lateral

aspect of the ankle.13,14,30,37,43,45,44,58,86,119,118,142,176,180 Summary of the findings

from those studies is presented in the TABLE 1-2.

As most of the studies, except three studies, were conducted on general
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adult populations or recreational athletes with chronic conditions, their

applicability to competitive athletes are unknown. Also, prior to their

participations in these studies, participants did not receive formal

rehabilitation30,119,142,176,180 or such information was not provided in most of

studies.13,14,43,45,44,119,142,176,180 Furthermore, only two studies provided

self-reported outcome scores of their participants.86,176 Therefore, severities of

disability of participants were unknown and difficult to compare, and the

relationship between performance in FPTs and disabilities cannot be elucidated.
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TABLE 1-2. Summary of the studies on Functional Performance Test of Ankle Joint

Subjects Rehabilitation

Self-reported

outcome

score

FPT Findings

Buchanan

AS, et al.

2008.
13

20 physically active,

college-aged individuals

with FAI vs. 20 controls
Not reported. Not reported.

Single-limb hopping test (for

Agility)(Lateral Direction)

Single-Limb Hurdle Test

(for Agility) (Lateral Direction)

No significant differences between the FAI and control

groups for the Single-limb hopping or Single-Limb

Hurdle Tests.

Nearly 50 % the individuals with FAI and none of the

individuals in the control reported a feeling of instability

during the tests.

Significant differences between the FAI with a feeling

of instability and both the controls and the FAI without

a feeling of instability.

Caffrey EC

2009.
14

30 physically active

young adults with FAI

vs. 30 controls
Not reported. Not reported.

6-meter crossover hop (for

Agility)

Figure-of-8 hop (for Agility)

Side hop (for Agility)

Square hop (for Agility)

Although relatively small, significant functional

performance deficits were present in the individuals

with FAI who also had a feeling of instability during the

tests.
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Delahunt E,

et al. 2007.
30

26 young adults with

FAI vs. 24 controls

Not receiving

formal

rehabilitation at

the time of

testing

Not reported. Side hop test (for Agility)

The individuals with FAI had a significantly

less-everted position of the ankle joint before and

following initial contact with the ground.

The ankle joint neuromuscular control system might be

challenged in the lateral hopping.

Clinicians may be able to identify altered kinematic,

kinetic and muscle activity patterns in individuals with

FAI.

Frontal, sagittal or transverse plane movements or

velocities at the hip or knee joints were not significantly

different been the groups

Docherty CL,

et al. 2005.
37

42 healthy college

students with unilateral

FAI vs. 18 controls

Not reported. Not reported.

Figure-of-8 hop test (for

Agility)

Side-hop test (for Agility)

Up-down hop test (for Agility)

Single-hop test (for Distance)

The individuals with higher FAI index had greater

performance deficits on the figure-of-8 hop and side

hop tests.

There were significant correlations between the FAI

index and the side hop (r = .35) and FAI index and the

figure-of-8 hop (r = .31).

There was a correlation between the FAI index and the

presence of perceived instability during the FPTs(r

= .43).
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Eechaute C,

et al. 2012.
43

29 adults who

participate in

recreational or

competitive sports with

CAI vs. 29 controls

Not reported. Not reported.

Multiple hop test for agility

(for Agility) (with balance

error scoring system)

Multiple hop test might be appropriate as a

discriminative tool for CAI.

Eechaute C,

et al. 2008.
45

29 adults who

participate in

recreational or

competitive sports with

CAI vs. 29 controls

Not reported. Not reported.

Multiple hop test for agility

(for Agility) (with balance

error scoring system)

The individuals with CAI needed significantly longer

time to complete the test.

VAS scores of difficulty with Multiple hop test of CAI

were significantly higher when compared with

contralateral side.

Eechaute C,

et al. 2009.
44

29 adults who

participate in

recreational or

competitive sports with

CAI vs. 29 controls

Not reported. Not reported.

Multiple hop test for agility

(for Agility) (with balance

error scoring system)

CAI used significantly more a change-in-support

strategy.

The number of balance errors was significantly

correlated with the time to complete the test and VAS

score of perceived difficulty of the test.

Gerber JP, et

al. 1998.
58

96 young adults

(cadets) with various

degree of ankle sprains

Formal

Rehabilitation
Not reported.

Lateral Hop (for Distance)

Forward Hop Test (for

Distance)

At 6 week post injury, 23% had > 20% deficits in the

FPTs when compared uninjured limbs.

Subjects regained forward hopping ability sooner than

lateral hop ability.

Johnson MR,

et al.

2007
86

29 young adults

(cadets) with lateral

sprain within 5 days

from the injury

Formal

Rehabilitation

Sports Ankle

Rating

System

Lateral Hop (for Distance)

Forward Hop Test (for

Distance)

The lateral hop had a slightly higher correlation to

SARS score.
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Monteleone

BJ, et al.

2012.
119

12 young adults with no

history of previous ankle

injury

Not reported. Not reported. Side hop test

The lateral hop movement was effective in quantifying

ankle kinematics, forces, moments, and muscle

activities in normal subjects.

Inversion of the ankle joint increased during contact in

the medial direction while eversion increased during

contact in the lateral direction.

Sekir U, et al.

2008.
142

24 healthy, male

recreational athletes

Not receiving

formal

rehabilitation at

the time of

testing

Not reported.

Single limb hopping course

Single legged Lateral hop for

distance

Triple legged hop for distance

6 meter hop for time

Cross 6 meter hop for time

Excellent reliabilities (ICC 0.94-0.98)

Wikstrom EA

et al, 2009.
176

24 young adult copers,

24 with CAI, vs. 24

controls

No formal

habilitation

allowed

FADI

Figure-8 hop (for Agility)

Side-to-side hop(for Agility)

Triple-crossover hop (for

Agility)

Single-leg hop (for Distance)

Self-assessed disability is significantly greater in those

with CAI.

Although the FPTs did not differ among groups,

individuals with CAI perceived ankle instability more

frequently.

Perceived instability with the FPTs may better

differentiate copers from patients with CAI.
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Witchalls JB,

et al. 2013.
180

18 young adults with

varying degrees of the

ligament laxity with the

anterior drawer test

(unspecified ankle

sprain history)

Not reported. Not reported.

Single hop (for Distance)

Hexagon hop test (for Agility)

Hop-and-hold test

A significant difference between lax and stable ankles

in the hexagon hop test.

Although non-significant, the legs with ligament laxity

scored approximately 10% less distance than healthy

legs in the single hop for distance.
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Prognosis of Ankle Sprains

Traumatic lateral ankle sprains are typically classified as mild, moderate,

or severe, which correspond to first, second and third degree sprains.

Traditionally, those classifications are based upon various clinician-rated

measures, and are vaguely determined.8,58 These measures typically include

swelling, range of motion, muscle strength, palpation, and ligamentous

laxity.3,147 However, there is relatively limited evidence to support such

rehabilitation process.23,161 This is detrimental to the quality of care as

successful RTP with minimal symptoms is the primary concern of the injured

athlete and the goal of the athletic rehabilitation process.163 If clinicians can

provide athletes with a more realistic estimation of RTP, and expectations and

requirements of the rehabilitation process, athletes will follow the rehabilitation

program better, which will subsequently result in a better outcome.60,69

Furtheremore, clinical evaluation and RTP decisions have been criticized

as being predominantly based upon clinician-rated measures in sport

rehabilitation fields.19,50,115,144,159 In fact, it has been reported that prediction of

RTP after traumatic lateral ankle sprains is more accurate and valid when it is
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based upon patient-rated measures in addition to clinician-rated

measures.23,178,179

Cross et al reported that global function question, the SF-36 Health

Survey Physical Function scale as

measured within 24 hours following injury, are valid in predicting the duration of

the time to RTP following traumatic lateral ankle sprains among twenty NCAA

Division II college athletes.23 On the other hand, visual analog pain scale,

combination of plantarflexion and dorsiflexion AROM, dorsiflexion muscle

strength, and plantarflexion muscle strength measures were not correlated with

the duration of the time to RTP.23

Similarly, Wilson and Gansneder reported that the impairment measures,

which consisted of passive dorsiflexion range of motion and swelling, explained

only one third of the variance in the disability duration (r2 = 0.34) following

traumatic lateral ankle sprains among twenty-one NCAA Division I college

athletes.178 By combining the activity limitation measures with the impairment

measures, it improved the prediction of disability duration (r2 = 0.67). However,

activity limitation measures alone explained nearly 66% (r2 = 0.66) of the

variance in the duration of the duration of the time to RTP.
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In both of the studies by Cross23 and Wilson,178 the investigators made

up the actability limitation measures on their own. It can reasonably be

speculated that self-reported outcome instruments with higher construct validity,

such as the FAAM, will have a better prognostic ability for the duration of

disability following traumatic lateral ankle sprains.

SECTION 1-4: Aims of this thesis

The primary purposes of the following investigations were:

1. To provide the evidence of validity of the Japanese version of the Foot

and Ankle Ability Measure.

2. To investigate self-reported functions and single-limb hop test

performance at return-to-play phase following traumatic lateral ankle

sprains among competitive college basketball players.

3. To investigate the prognostic ability of patient- and clinician-rated

measures for traumatic lateral ankle sprains among competitive

collegiate basketball players.
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Chapter 2:

Evidence of validity for the Japanese version of the

Foot and Ankle Ability Measure

SECTION 2-1: ABSTRACT

Context: The Foot and Ankle Ability Measure (FAAM) is a valid and reliable,

self-reported, outcome instrument for the foot and ankle region.

Objective: The aim of this study was to provide the evidence of translation,

cross-cultural adaptation, validity, and reliability of the Japanese version of the

FAAM (FAAM-J).

Design: Cross-sectional study.

Setting: Collegiate athletic training/sports medicine clinical setting.

Patients or Other Participants: Eighty-three collegiate athletes.

Main Outcome Measure(s): All participants completed the activities of daily

living and sports subscales of the FAAM-J and the physical functioning and

mental health subscales of the Japanese version of the short form-36v2 (SF-36).

Also, 19 participants (23%), whose conditions were expected to be stable,

completed another FAAM-J 2 to 6 days later for test-retest reliability. We
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analyzed the scores of those subscales for the convergent and divergent validity,

internal consistency, and test-retest reliability.

Results: Our results showed that the activities of daily living and sports

subscales of the FAAM-J had 0.86 and 0.75 correlation coefficients with the

physical functioning section of the SF-36 for convergent validity. For divergent

validity, the correlation coefficients with mental health of the SF-36 were 0.29

activities of daily living and 0.98 for the sports subscale. A 95% confidence

interval with a single measure was +/- 8.1 and +/- 14.0 points for each subscale.

The test-retest reliability measures revealed intraclass correlation coefficient

values of 0.87 for the activities of daily living and 0.91 for the sports subscales

with minimal detectable changes of +/- 6.8 and +/- 13.7 for respective subscale.

Conclusions: The FAAM was successfully translated for a Japanese version,

and the FAAM-J was adapted cross-culturally. Thus, the FAAM-J can be used as

a self-reported outcome measure for Japanese-speaking individuals; however,

the scores must be interpreted with caution, especially when applied to different

populations and other types of injury than those included in this study.
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SECTION 2-2: INTRODUCTION

German, Persian, and French.9,108,124 As of this writing, it has not been translated

into Japanese. Thus, the primary objective of this study was to provide evidence

of validity and reliability of the Japanese version of the FAAM (FAAM-J).

SECTION 2-3: METHODS

The Instrument

The FAAM, originally developed by Martin et al, has a total of 29 items

on its questionnaire with 21 items in the ADL subscale and 8 items in the Sports

subscale.106 Each item is scored on a 5-

for the ADL subscale and 32 for the Sports subscale. Unanswered items or N/A

responses are not counted to the total score, and hence with every item without

a response or N/A, 4 points are subtracted from the highest potential score. To

get percentage values, each total subscale scores are divided by the highest

potential scores. A higher score represents a higher level of physical function. At
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the end of each subscale, global ratings of functions for ADL (GRF-ADL) and

sports rela-ted activities (GRF-SP) are also rated with 0% indicating the inability

to perform any of the usual daily activities and 100 % indicating the level of

function before injury. Additionally, at the end of the form, patients are asked to

rate the current level of function with a 4-point Likert scale (normal, nearly

normal, abnormal, or severely abnormal). The patients rate each item according

to the difficulty they feel with each task due to their foot and ankle condition.

SF-36

The SF-36v2 Health Survey (SF-36) is a generic self-reported outcome

instrument to measure a wide range of effects of a condition or disease on

patients.170,171 It consists of 8 subscales, including Physical Functioning (PF),

Role-Physical, Bodily Pain, General Health perception, Vitality, Social

Functioning, Role-Emotional, and Mental Health (MH). Each subscale has a 0 to

100 score range and a higher score represents a better health status. The

Japanese version of the SF-36 was validated by Fukuhara et al.56,57

Translation & Cross Cultural Adaptation process

Translation and cross cultural adaptation process in the current study

was conducted in accordance with the guidelines set by the International Society
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for Quality of Life Assessment.6 The forward translation of the original version of

the FAAM was conducted by two independent native Japanese translators (T1 &

T2) with extensive English expertise without any medical background. In a

consensus meeting, T1 and T2 discussed the discrepancies and agreed on the

preliminary version of the FAAM-J. Translator 3, a native Japanese with medical

expertise and broad experience in translating medical literature, rated the

preliminary version of the FAAM-J in terms of clarity, common language use and

conceptual equivalence, creating the forward-translation version of the FAAM-J.

Translators 4 and 5, native Japanese with extensive translation experience, then

translated the forward-translation version of the FAAM-J back into English

(back-translation version of the FAAM-J). Translator 6, a native American

English speaker with no medical background, compared the back-translation

version of the FAAM-J with the original FAAM in terms of conceptual equivalence

to make further adjustments as needed. A committee reviewed and discussed

the disagreements and possible modifications, agreeing on the pre-final version

of the FAAM-J. A pilot study of the pre-final version of the FAAM-J on 20

collegiate students was conducted for accuracy of wording and ease of

understanding, and no difficulties were noted during this process.
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Participants/Subjects

Eighty three competitive athletes (59 males and 24 females, 20.3 ±3.7

yoa) with foot and ankle pathologies from 7 competitive collegiate varsity teams

Foot and ankle pathologies were included in the study if they were

musculoskeletal in origin and sustained during their sport participation. Subjects

were excluded if they had injuries to the lower back, hip, knee, lower leg, ankle

or foot regions within the previous 6 months prior to the condition they were

measured on. Other exclusion criteria were a history of surgery to the above

mentioned areas, co-existing musculoskeletal injuries in other body parts, and

chronic conditions such as systematic inflammatory rheumatic disease,

neurological or vascular conditions, cancer, diabetes mellitus, alcohol abuse and

psychiatric disorders.106

Injury Classification

The location and type of injury were categorized in a classification

system, which was modified from the previous literature.87 The locations of injury

included Achilles tendon, ankle, foot and toes. The types of injury were;
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fracture(traumatic), stress fracture(overuse), other bone injuries,

dislocation/subluxation, tendon rupture, sprain (injury of joint and/or ligaments),

lesion of meniscus or cartilage, strain/muscle rupture/tear,

contusion/hematoma/bruise, tendinosis/tendinopathy, bursitis,

laceration/abrasion/skin lesion, muscle cramps or spasm, and others.87

Data Collection

Prior to participating in the study, all subjects read and signed a consent

form, approved by the Institutional Review Board of Waseda University. They

were then given the FAAM-J and SF-36 and asked to complete the forms. The

forms were given to the subject once they had a condition with an acute or

chronic onset, and sought a medical attention from their respective team medical

personnel while the nature of the conditions and the inclusion and exclusion

criteria were confirmed. For reliability testing, 19 participants, whose conditions

were expected to remain stable (i.e. chronic state, no treatments), were

requested to fill out the forms again 2 to 6 days after the initial recording. This

study was approved by the institutional review board of Waseda University.

Statistical Analysis

To examine the convergent validity, the correlations between the ADL
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and Sports subscales of the FAAM-J, and the PF subscale of the SF-36 were

analyzed with Pearson correlation coefficients. Likewise, the correlations

between the ADL and Sports subscales of the FAAM-J and the MH Subscale of

the SF-36 were analyzed to acquire the divergent validity. The a priori alpha level

for this analysis was set at 0.05. Also, Pearson Correlation Coefficients between

the ADL Subscale of the FAAM-J and the GRF-ADL, and the Sports subscale of

the FAAM-J and the GRF-SP, were calculated.

internal consistency. The Standard Error of Measurement (SEM) of each

subscale scores were calculated as SEM = where was the standard

deviation of the scores and r was the coefficient alpha. The error associated with

a score at a single point in time was acquired by calculating a 95% Confidence

Interval (CI).

Test-retest reliability was examined with Intra-class correlation

and retest sessions, paired t-test was performed. We determined the SEM using

the ICC test retest reliability coefficient. The SEM was multiplied by and a

95% CI was calculated to determine the minimal detectable change (MDC). All
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statistical analyses were performed using the SPSS 20.0 (SPSS Japan Inc.,

Tokyo, Japan).

SECTION 2-4: RESULTS

Participants/Subjects

The demographic information, injury types, and locations are presented

in TABLE 2-1. While the predominant body part involved was the ankle, the most

frequent injury type was a sprain.
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TABLE 2-1. Demographic Information of the Subjects, and the Types and

Locations of the Injury

Age, y
20.3

(range = 18-24, SD = ± 3.7)

Gender

Male 59/83 (71 %)

Female 24/83 (29 %)

FAAM Score (%)

ADL Subscale
74.2%

(range = 0-100, SD = ± 29.4%)

Sports Subscale
52.1%

(range = 0-100, SD = ± 35.7% )

Location

Ankle 63/83 (76%)

Foot 19/83 (23%)

Toe 1/83 (1%)

Classification

Sprain (injury of joint and/or ligaments) 71

Fracture (traumatic) 2

Lesion of meniscus or cartilage 2

Other bone injuries 2

Stress fracture (overuse) 2

Tendinosis/tendinopathy 2

Contusion/hematoma/bruise 1

Others 1
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Translation and Cross Cultural Adaptation

No major difficulties were encountered during the translation and cross

cultural adaptation process. As expected, a few minor discrepancies were found

during the forward translation process, however, the translators could decide on

Katteinngu katakana (a set of Japanese alphabets for

foreign words) by one translator Houkoutenkan

Houkoutenkan Katteinngu Katteinngu

specific maneuver and appropriate if the FAAM was intended to be used only on

Katteinngu

technical a term for the general population in Japanese and therefore may be

misinterpreted by many individuals who do not understand the meaning of the

word. Also Houkoutenkan

Houkoutenkan

Houkoutenkan

7 of Sports subscale, Gihou

Tekunikku
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Gihou

After initial corrections of the minor discrepancies, no further difficulties were

noted during the translation, evaluation or pilot testing processes.

Convergent and Divergent Validity

Statistical analysis revealed correlation coefficients of 0.86 between the

ADL Subscale and PF of the SF-36 (p < .001), and 0.75 between the Sports

Subscale and PF of the SF-36 (p < .001). On the other hand, the ADL Subscale

had a correlation coefficient of 0.29 with MH of the SF-36 (p = .007) and the

Sports Subscale had a correlation coefficient of 0.27 with MH of the SF-36 (p

= .013). Also, the ADL Subscale showed a correlation coefficient of 0.89 (p

< .001) and 0.80 (p < .001) with the GRF ADL and SP respectively while the

Sports Subscale had 0.80 (p < .001) and 0.87 (p < .001) correspondingly.

Internal consistency

was 0.99 for the ADL

Subscale (p < .001) and 0.98 for the Sports subscale (p < .001). The SEM for the

ADL Subscale was 2.9 with a 95% CI of +/- 8.1 whereas the SEM for the Sports

Subscale was 5.0 with a 95% CI of +/- 14.0.
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Test-Retest Reliability

Paired t-test revealed no systemic bias between the test and retest

scores for both ADL (p = .096) and Sports (p = .848) Subscales. Both subscales

were shown to have an excellent reliability. The MDC at 95% CI was +/- 6.8 for

the ADL Subscale, and +/- 13.7 for the Sports subscale.

SECTION 2-5: DISCUSSION

Clinician-rated measures relate to impairment-oriented data such as

strength, pain, swelling and ROM, and provide information of an uncertain

clinical utility.78,83 Though valuable in many ways, they should not be used as the

sole outcome measure.115 On the other hand, patient-rated measures reflect on

53,159 and provide the

patient-oriented evidence that is directly related to the interest of patients.

Moreover, a recent study indicates that clinician- and patient-rated outcome

measures assess two different aspects of health status.137 Thus, it is important

to incorporate both types of outcome measures into the clinical decision making

process.

The current study provided the evidence of translation and cross cultural
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adaption as well as the evidence of convergent validity, divergent validity,

internal consistency and test-retest reliability of both subscales of the FAAM-J.

Therefore, the use of the FAAM-J as a self-reported outcome measure for the

foot and ankle region was validated with some limitations.

Although interrelated, face validity relates more to whether an instrument

is measuring what it is designed to measure, whereas content validity is

concerned with adequacy, or the extent to which the items in an instrument

measure the domain of interest.63,133 It is important that not only the experts, but

also the patients, participate in developing an instrument.53,101 The original

version of the FAAM went through a rigorous item selection process in which

both of the expert clinicians and patients participated, utilizing the item reduction

theory (IRT).106 Although the evaluation of face and content validity is qualitative

and subjective in nature, this meticulous process in the original version of the

and opinions, provided the evidence of the face and content validity of the FAAM.

Construct validity relates to the ability of an instrument to measure a construct,

an unobservable, abstract concept.53,133

The construct validity of an instrument is acquired by evaluating the
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correlation between the tested instrument and other measures, which is logically

construct. Also, there are two types of construct validity; convergent and

discriminant, or divergent.133 Evidence of convergent validity is provided when

the instrument being tested, is shown to have a strong correlation with other

measures of the same construct. Whereas, divergent validity is granted when

there is shown to be a weaker or no relationship at all between the score on the

tested instrument and measures of a different construct. The constructs that the

FAAM is intended to measure are functional limitations to the foot and ankle

region, and activity restrictions. In the current study, as expected, both subscales

of the FAAM-J were shown to have high correlations with PF and low

correlations with MH of the SF-36. The correlation coefficients with PF were 0.86

for the ADL subscale and 0.75 for the Sports subscale while those with MH were

0.29 for the ADL Subscale and 0.27 for the Sports Subscale. Furthermore, the

results of the current study were in accordance with the original and French

versions of the FAAM.9,106 Thus, the subscales of the FAAM-J were correlated

mental health aspect, granting the evidence of the convergent and divergent
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validity of the FAAM-J.

The extent to which the items in an instrument are measuring different

aspects of the construct is referred as internal consistency and associated with

an error within a single measure. Internal consistency is commonly assessed

with the correlation between all items in the instrument. In this study, Cronbach's

alphas for the internal consistency were found to be 0.99 with a SEM of 2.9 for

the ADL subscale, and 0.98 with a SEM of 5.0 for the Sports subscale. The 95%

CI with a single measure was +/- 8.1 and +/- 14.0 for respective subscales. The

95% CI value for the Sports subscale of the FAAM-J was found to be different

from the values in the original version and French version.9,106 Although

speculative, a couple sources of the discrepancy were conceivable. First, the

patient population could be a source of the discrepancy; general adults (41.2 ±

16.3 years for the original version and 50.5 ± 14.6 years for the French version)

were the subjects of the other two studies whereas the young, competitive

athletes (20.3 ± 3.7 years) were the subjects of the current study. Second, the

proportions of the injury location and type varied among the studies. Especially

in the current study, the location and type of injury were largely acute ankle

sprains. This was, however, expected considering the nature of the population in
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the current study, which were competitive collegiate athletes.74

Reliability relates to the stability of the scores at repeated measures

when no change to the health status is expected. It is assessed by the test retest

measure. The evidence of the reliability of the FAAM-J was provided with the

excellent ICCs for the ADL and Sports subscales. The MDC value for the Sports

Subscale was substantially smaller in this study compared with those of the

original and French versions. A possible explanation, along with the

above-mentioned sources of the discrepancies, may be the time period between

the test and retest; it was 4 weeks in the original version and 2 days in the

French version while it was 2-6 days in this study.

The FAAM has been widely utilized as a self-reported outcome measure

to assess functional limitations and activity restrictions caused by various

pathological conditions to the foot and ankle region, and to assess the

effectiveness of interventions that clinicians provide. Such conditions include

foot and ankle trauma,59 acute ankle sprain,19 plantar heel pain,17 plantar

fasciitis,39 ankle arthrodesis,66 ankle arthritis,22 chronic ankle instability,15,69,181

recurrent peroneal subluxation,10 and diabetes.90,104 The original version of the

FAAM, along with three other questionnaires, provided evidence of content
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validity, construct validity, reliability and responsiveness to support its use.105

Also, the FAAM and the Foot and Ankle Disability Index, a prototype of the

FAAM, were considered to be the most suitable self-reported outcome

instrument for the chronic ankle instability by a systemic review.46 Therefore, it

was deemed appropriate and valuable to cross-culturally adapt and translate the

FAAM for its use in Japanese.

Furthermore, a standard method of assessment allows comparisons of

different treatment methods.80 The prevalent use of the FAAM allows clinicians

to make such comparisons for better clinical decisions. Thus, a cross-culturally

adapted version of the FAAM is beneficial not only for those individuals who

speak that language, but also for those who use the other language versions of

the FAAM.

A recent study showed that the individuals with functionally ankle

instability (FAI) had significantly lower FAAM scores and SF-36 Physical

Component Summary (PCS).4 In addition, both ADL and Sports subscales of the

FAAM of the FAI were positively correlated with the SF-36 PCS and related

subscales, but not with Mental Component Summary (MCS). Furthermore, the

scores of the FAAM were correlated with the PF subscale to a greater degree
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than with the PCS itself or other subscales of the PCS. Therefore, although the

functional limitations caused by FAI contributes to the Health Related Quality of

life (HR-QOL), the FAAM primarily captured and was more specific to a physical

dimension, and other factors contributed to the overall HR-QOL. Therefore,

clinicians need to be careful with the dimensions they intended to capture with

the FAAM.

There are some limitations in the current study. Firstly, although our

translation process was in accordance with the guideline in the previous

literature, there were limitations to our validation process with the classical test

theory. Namely, the classical test theory focuses only on the whole test score

and disregards the interac

utilizing the IRT indicated that some items in a self-reported outcome instrument

are more culture specific than others,25 while the current study did not address

this issue as the classical test theory was applied. Additionally, the FAAM-J was

compared with the original version of the FAAM and SF-36 in our method, and

hence the reliability and validity of the FAAM-J was confined to those of the
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instruments. Therefore, though our method was similar to that of the French

version of the FAAM, future research needs to address these limitations with the

FAAM-J.

Secondly, the characteristics of the subjects of the current study were

different from those of the original and French version of the FAAM. Specifically,

the current study was conducted on young, competitive athletes while the

previous two studies were on regular adults in a general population. A previous

study showed that the scores of SF-36 of noninjured elite athletes slightly

differed from the age matched norm values and this trend was more substantial

among females.109 Another study onphysically active individuals showed that the

uninjured control individuals, as well as those with FAI, had better PF subscale

scores than the general population, while only the uninjured control had better

PF scores than the age-matched population.4 On the other hand, both control

and FAI groups had similar MCS scores with the general population although

they were below the age-matched population. Furthermore, the magnitudes of

functional limitations, participation restrictions, and disabilities experienced by

injured individuals might vary according to the expected normal levels for each

individuals.163 Therefore, further evidence is needed on this aspect of the
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FAAM-J and the scores of the FAAM-J must be interpreted with caution when

applied to a general population.

SECTION 2-6: CONCULUSION

This study provides the evidence of cross-cultural adaptation and

translation along with convergent and divergent validity, internal consistency,

and test-retest reliability of the FAAM-J. Thus, the FAAM-J can be used as a

self-reported outcome measure of an athletic population of Japanese-speaking

individuals with acute ankle injuries; however, the scores of the FAAM-J must be

interpreted with caution especially when applied to a different population and

other types of injury.
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Chapter 3:

Self-reported functions and single-limb hop test

performance at return-to-play phase following traumatic

lateral ankle sprains among competitive college

basketball players.

SECTION 3-1: ABSTRACT

STUDY DESIGN: Prospective case control study.

OBJECTIVES: To determine if functional deficits are present in college

basketball players at RTP phase following traumatic lateral ankle sprain in the

activities of daily living (ADL) and Sports subscale of the FAAM-J (FAAM-J ADL,

FAAM-J SP) as well as in single-limb hop tests (SLHTs).

BACKGROUND: Literature suggests an absence of self-reported outcome

measures in the field of sports medicine. Little evidence is available to show

functional performance deficits are present in college basketball players

following traumatic lateral ankle sprains.

METHODS: Thirty-one college basketball players with traumatic lateral ankle

sprains and Thirty-one healthy controls participated in the study. Upon a
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successful RTP, subjects completed the FAAM-J ADL and SP. Also, subjects

performed two SLHTs; side hop and square hop tests, and rated the instability

and pain they felt while performing the SLHTs on the visual analogue scale. The

involved limbs were compared with the contralateral, healthy, and control limbs.

RESULTS: Significantly lower FAAM-J ADL and SP scores were found with the

involved limbs compared with the contralateral limbs, and control group (p<.05).

A significant finding was found only with the time measures of the side hop test.

Subjects felt significantly higher instability and stronger pain with the SLHTs on

the involved limbs than the contralateral, and control limbs (p<.01).

CONCLUSION: Based upon the scores of FAAM-J ADL and SP, collegiate

basketball players were cleared for RTP without full recovery following traumatic

lateral ankle sprains. Subjects had significantly higher perceived instability and

greater pain with the SLHTs with the involved limbs.

SECTION 3-2: INTRODUCTION

To date, no study has shown that functional deficits in self-reported

outcome measures as well as single-limb hop tests (SLHTs) are present among

college basketball players at RTP phase following traumatic lateral ankle sprains
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despite that the use of those examinations are recommended to be included in

RTP decision making process.89,103 Therefore, the purpose of this study was to

elucidate if the ADL and Sports subscale of the FAAM-J (FAAM-J ADL, FAAM-J

SP) as well as SLHTs can demonstrate functional deficits in the injured limbs of

those subjects when compared to their contralateral uninjured limb and healthy

control subjects.

SECTION 3-3: METHODS

Thirty-one Japanese college basketball players of four small institutions

(21 males, 10 females, height 175.8 ±9.8 cm, weight 68.9 ±9.0 kg, age 19.0

±3.7 yoa, 9.5 ±1.8 years of experience in competitive basketball), who sustained

a traumatic lateral ankle sprain during a game or practice session, participated in

the study. A traumatic lateral ankle sprain was defined as an ankle sprain that

was sustained with inversion mechanism, resulting in at least one day of

absence from game or 64

The exclusion criteria for the study were: concurrent fractures, a history of

surgery to the lower extremity or lower back, any preexisting athletic injury

requiring medical attention at the time of the ankle injury, any injury to either foot,
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ankle, knee, hip or lower back region that resulted in any restrictions from

practice/game participation in the previous six months. Additionally, ankle

sprains were not included in the study when clinical evaluation revealed that

signs and symptoms were not limited to the lateral aspect of the joint, but also

present in other areas such as metatarsal bones, medial aspect of the joint, and

anterior tibiofibular ligament.

Thirty-one gender, dominance matched, healthy college basketball

players (height 173.9 ±11.1 cm, weight 67.7 ±12.1kg, age 19.5 ±3.8 yoa, 10.1

±2.0 years of participation in competitive basketball) also participated in the

study. Subjects in the control group had not sustained any injury to the lower

extremity or lower back region resulting in restriction from participation in the

previous six months, had no prior history of surgery to the lower extremity or

lower back region, and had no conditions that required medical attention at the

time of participation. Prior to participating in the study, all subjects read and

signed the consent form approved by the Institutional Review Board of Waseda

University. This was a part of a larger investigation on the effects of traumatic

lateral ankle sprains among college athletes.

Rehabilitation/RTP decisions
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Rehabilitation was supervised by medical personnel of respective teams.

After acute inflammation signs and symptoms subsided, rehabilitation and

treatment were intended to restore range of motion, muscle strength,

proprioception, static and dynamic balance, and ambulatory status, following

conventional guidelines.12 Once subjects were judged to have achieved normal

ranges in those variables based upon conventional clinical evaluations, subjects

were progressed to perform generic athletic movements, and gradually allowed

restricted sport participation. When subjects did not aggravate signs and

symptoms during restricted sport participation and gained confidence to resume

full participation, subjects were allowed RTP. All subjects achieved RTP with

athletic taping on the injured ankle.89 RTP was operationally defined as

medically cleared participation in a practice or game session without any

restriction, in which decisions are made by medical personnel of respective

teams.21 RTP was confirmed on the following day by verifying subjects could

complete the practice or game session without any restrictions. The mean

number of days the subjects were restricted from full participation was 13.7 ±9.3

days. Once successful RTP was confirmed, subjects were scheduled to

ience. The mean
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duration between the date of RTP and the testing session was 4.8 ±3.8 days. At

three months post-RTP, it was confirmed that subjects were able to continue to

participate in game and practice sessions without reinjury or restrictions after

RTP.160

SLHTs

In the Side Hop (SH) test, subjects were instructed to hop laterally 30 cm

and back for a total of 10 repetitions as quickly as possible (FIGURE 3-1). In the

Square Hop (SQ) test, from the starting position, subjects were instructed to hop

in and out around a 40 x 40 cm square back to the starting position, which

constitutes one repetition (FIGURE 3-1). Subjects completed 5 repetitions as

quickly as possible. Using the right limb, subjects hopped in a clockwise

direction; subjects hopped in a counter clockwise direction using the left limb.

With both tests, subjects were required to repeat the trial if they stepped on the

line, missed the stopwatch pad, or touched down with the opposite limb. Detailed

descriptions of the SH and SQ tests are available in previous literature.14,37

Based upon a pilot study on healthy college students, the reliability of the SH

and SQ tests is excellent with ICC2,1 of .94 and .93 respectively. The SEM and

minimal detectable change (MDC95) are: .8 sec and 2.3 sec for the SH test and
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1.6 sec and 4.3 sec for the SQ test. Furthermore, the dominant and

non-dominant limbs were analyzed with paired t test. Likewise, the perceived

instability and pain with the SLHTs was analyzed with the Mann Whitney U test.

Limb dominance was defined as the limb used to kick a ball. We found no

significant differences between the dominant and non-dominant limbs for all

variables. (TABLE 4-1)

FIGURE 3-1. Single Leg Hop Tests

Side Hop Test

30 cm

Square Hop Test

40 cm

40 cm
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TABLE 3-1. Comparison between the dominant and non-dominant limbs of

the control group

Dominant Non-Dominant p

SH Time (sec) 8.1 ± 1.2 8.1 ± 1.1 .96

SQ Time (sec) 14.9 ± 2.4 14.9 ± 2.4 .64

SH Instability (cm) 0.6 ± 1.6 0.5 ± 1.2 .87

SH Pain (cm) 0.1 ± 0.4 0.1 ± 0.5 .59

SQ Instability (cm) 0.3 ± 1.2 0.4 ± 1.1 .47

SQ Pain (cm) 0.1 ± 0.3 0.0 ± 0.0 .18

Abbreviations: SH; Side hop test, SQ; Square hop test, SH Time; Time measures of the SH test, SQ Time;

Time measures of the SQ test, SH Instability: VAS score of the perceived instability with the SH test, SH

Pain; VAS score of the pain with SH test, SQ Instability; VAS score of the perceived instability with the SQ

test, SQ Pain; VAS score of the pain with SQ test.

Procedures

After signing a consent form, subjects completed both subscales of the

FAAM-J.

end of the 10 cm V

After the five minute warm-up session, subjects were given verbal

instructions as well as demonstrations by the investigators, and asked to
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perform a maximum of two practice trials of each SLHT to familiarize themselves

with the SLHTs. A 30-second rest period between trials was included to prevent

fatigue. Subjects with a traumatic lateral ankle sprain performed the SLHTs with

the injured (Involved) and healthy, uninjured (Uninvolved) limbs. The order in

which subjects performed the two SLHTs was counterbalanced. All SLHTs were

performed barefoot. The time to complete the SLHTs was recorded with an

electronic timer (Speedtrap 2, Brower Timing Systems, Draper, UT). The means

of the two successful trials for each SLHT were used in statistical analysis.

After successfully completing two testing trials of each SLHT, subjects

were asked if they felt instability and pain while performing each SLHT. When

o the questions, they were required to rate the extent of

their instability and pain on the 10 cm VAS, respectively. On the instability VAS,

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
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post hoc analysis was performed to find any significant differences among the

Involved, Uninvolved, and control groups. In addition, a subgroup was formed

with those individuals who felt instability with the SLHTs, and separately

analyzed with Uninvolved and control limbs.

The Welch ANOVA was performed on the scores of the FAAM-J ADL and

SP, and all the VAS scores for any significant differences among the limbs.

Games-Howell post-hoc test was conducted on any significant findings.

Spearman's correlation coefficients between the perceived instability and

pain with SLHTs and the FAAM-J ADL and SP of the Involved limbs were

acquired. All statistical analyses were performed with SPSS 22.0 (SPSS Japan

Inc., Tokyo, Japan). The alpha level was set at p < .05 for all analysis.

SECTION 3-4: RESULTS

Self-Reported Outcome Measures

The Welch ANOVA analysis revealed significant differences among the

groups for the FAAM-J ADL (F = 10.85, p< .01), FAAM-J SP (F = 19.94, p< .01),

Pain ADL (F = 15.63, p < .01), and Pain SP (F = 24.59, p < .01). For the FAAM-J

ADL, FAAM-J SP, Pain ADL, and Pain SP, Games-Howell post-hoc analysis
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found significant differences between the Involved and Uninvolved limbs, and

between the Involved and control limbs. (TABLE 3-2)

SLHTs

With time measures, the one way ANOVA found a significant differences

among the limbs for the SH test (F = 3.30, p < .05), but not with the SQ test (F =

1.50, p = .23). Games-Howell post-hoc analysis found a significant difference

between the Involved and control limbs with SH test (p < .05). (TABLE 3-3) The

instability question with each SLHT were separately compared with the

Uninvolved and control limbs, revealed the same results; a significant difference

with time measures of the SH (F = 3.62, p < .05), but not with the SQ test (F =

1.26, p < .05). (TABLE 3-3) Games-Howell post-hoc analysis found a significant

difference between the Involved and control limbs with SH test (p < .05).

For the subjective evaluation of the SLHTs, we found significant

differences among the limbs with the Perceived Instability with the SH test (F =

14.29, p < .01) and the SQ test (F = 7.13, p < .01). Similarly, we found significant

differences among the limbs for Pain with the SH test (F = 9.61, p < .01) and the

SQ test (F = 4.94, p < .01). (TABLE 3-4) The results of the post hoc analyses are
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presented in TABLE 3-4.

Spearman's rank rho revealed significant associations between

Perceived Instability with the SH test and the FAAM-J ADL and SP scores,

respectively. However, no significant associations were found with the SQ test.

(TABLE 3-5)
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TABLE 3-2. FAAM ADL and SP and Pain ADL and SP

Mean S.D. CI95

FAAM ADL

Involved 82.0 3.2 80.9 83.2

Uninvolved 84.0 0.2 83.9 84.0

Control 83.9 0.4 83.8 84.0

FAAM SP

Involved 28.1 4.0 26.7 29.6

Uninvolved 31.7 0.9 31.3 32.0

Control 31.7 1.6 31.1 32.3

Pain ADL

Involved 0.3 0.3 0.1 0.4

Uninvolved 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0

Control 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Pain SP

Involved 1.4 1.5 0.9 2.0

Uninvolved 0.1 0.2 0.0 0.1

Control 0.1 0.4 -0.1 0.2

* indicates post hoc analysis revealed a significant difference between the Involved and Uninvolved groups (p < .05).

indicates post hoc analysis revealed a significant difference between the Involved and control groups (p < .05).

Abbreviations: FAAM-J ADL; FAAM-J ADL subscale, FAAM-J SP; FAAM-J Sports subscale, Pain ADL; VAS scores of pain associated

with ADL, Pain SP; VAS scores of pain associated with sports activities.
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TABLE 3-3. Time measures of the Single Leg Hop Tests (sec)

Mean S.D. CI95

SH

Involved 8.85 1.24 8.40 9.30

Uninvolved 8.74 1.21 8.30 9.18

Control 8.16 0.95 7.81 8.51

Involved with Instability(n=24) 8.94 1.26 8.40 9.47

SQ

Involved 15.87 2.35 15.01 16.74

Uninvolved 15.55 2.20 14.74 16.35

Control 14.92 2.02 14.18 15.66

Involved with Instability(n=20) 15.87 2.40 14.74 16.99

Abbreviations: SH Time; the time measure for the Side hop test, SQ Time; the time measure for the Square hop test, Involved with instability; those individuals who

felt instability with the single leg hop tests.
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Table 3-4. Perceived Instability and pain of the Single Leg Hop Tests (cm)

Mean S.D. CI95

SH

Instability

Involved 1.9 2.0 1.2 2.7

Uninvolved 0.3 0.8 0.0 0.5

Control 0.4 1.0 0.0 0.8

Pain

Involved 1.1 1.6 0.5 1.7

Uninvolved 0.1 0.5 -0.1 0.3

Control 0.1 0.4 0.0 0.3

SQ

Instability

Involved 0.8 1.6 0.2 1.4

Uninvolved 0.1 0.4 -0.1 0.3

Control 0.1 0.5 0.0 0.3

Pain

Involved 1.7 1.8 1.1 2.4

Uninvolved 0.5 1.1 0.1 0.9

Control 0.5 1.4 0.0 1.0

* indicates post hoc analysis revealed a significant difference between the Involved and Uninvolved groups. (p < .01)

Abbreviations: SH; Side hop test, SQ; Square hop test, Instability; the perceived instability with the single leg hop tests, Pain; the perceived pain with the single leg

hop tests.
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Table 3-5. Spearman's rank correlation coefficients between Single Leg Hop Tests and the perceived instability

SH SQ

Instability Pain Instability Pain

FAAM ADL -.57* -.26 -.25 -.31

FAAM SP - -.25 -.10 -.14

SH; Side hop test, SQ; Square hop test,

* indicates the significant level is at p < .01.

significant level is at p < .05.
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SECTION 3-5: DISCUSSION

Self-Reported Outcome Measure

The results of this study provide evidence that functional deficits were

present in both of the subscales of the FAAM-J with injured limbs of college

basketball players at the RTP phase following traumatic lateral ankle sprains. In

fact, the mean differences between the Involved and Uninvolved limbs, and

between the Involved and control limbs were larger than MDC of the FAAM-J

SP.158 Furthermore, the lower bounds of confidence intervals of the FAAM-J ADL

and SP of the Uninvolved and control limbs were higher than the upper bounds

of those of the Involved limbs. Therefore, it is unlikely that the mean differences

in this study were caused by chance.

The literature reveals a paucity of self-reported outcome measures in the

sports medicine field despite that they are integral to patient-centered medical

practice.19,34,50,115 Furthermore, the literature has suggested patient- and

clinician-rated measures assess different aspects of health-related quality of

life.96,137 Therefore, lack of patient-rated outcome measures will significantly

diminish the quality of outcome measures as assessed by health care

professionals in the sports medicine field.
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Additionally, there have been few studies to show that athletes are in fact

achieving RTP with functional deficits although premature RTP has been

implicated as one of the causes for the development of CAI.113

knowledge, this study was the first to provide the self-reported outcome scores

of competitive college basketball players at the RTP phase following traumatic

lateral ankle sprains. Based upon the self-reported outcome scores in this study,

competitive college basketball players were indeed cleared for RTP without full

recoveries.

Of the four studies that utilized the SLHTs similar to the current

study,13,14,37,176 only one study reported the scores of a self-reported outcome

instrument.176 In agreement with the results of the current investigation, the

previous study on young adults reported that the time measure of the SLHTs

could not demonstrate a difference of functional performance among the CAI,

coper, and control groups whereas the Foot Ankle Ability Index, a former version

of the FAAM, was able to identify functional deficits of the CAI.176

There is little evidence available for RTP guidelines for self-reported

outcome scores following traumatic lateral ankle sprains in the literature19

although the use of self-reported outcome scores is recommended to be
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included in the RTP decision making process.89 Cosby and Hertel recommended

that basketball players should achieve scores of 95% or better on the FAAM ADL

and 80 % or better on the FAAM Sports subscale at RTP.19 In contrast, a

previous study on National Collegiate Athletic Association Division II athletes

reported subjects with CAI had scores of 88 ± 7.7 % and 76 ± 12.7 % of the

FAAM ADL and Sports subscales, respectively.15 Indeed, the mean scores of

both subscales of the FAAM-J in this study were above those values. (TABLE

3-2) However, cross-sectional design of the current study cannot elucidate

whether or not subjects in the current study would develop CAI or become

copers following RTP. Furthermore, whether or not RTP with higher self-reported

outcome scores will prevent subsequent recurrent sprains and development of

CAI needs to be addressed in future research.

SLHTs

One of the primary purposes of this study was to reveal that functional

performance deficits are present in college basketball players at RTP phase

following traumatic lateral ankle sprain in the SLHTs. Based upon the time

measure of the SLHTs in this study, functional performance deficits were found

in the involved limbs only with the SH test when compared with healthy control
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limbs, but not with their contralateral uninjured limbs. Furthermore, when the

Involved limbs were divided into the subgroups according to the presence of

unstable feeling while performing the SLHTs, the results remained the same;

only the SH test produced a significant difference between the Involved and

control limbs (p <.05) with the mean differences of .8 sec. (TABLE 3-3) However,

MDC of the SH test (2.3 sec) was far larger than this value. Therefore, even

though it reached a significant level, it may have a limited clinical value.

Literature has shown the effectiveness of FPTs that specifically involve

single-limb hop with agility maneuvers.13,14,37,176 The findings of the current study

only partly supported the results of these studies. Possible explanations for this

discrepancy might include the nature and state of subjects. Specifically,

recreational athletes or physically active individuals were the subjects in

previous studies.13,14,37,176 Since subjects did not go through a formal

rehabilitation process in one study176 and such information was not provided in

the other studies,25-27 subjects with CAI in those studies might have residual

symptoms and have not completed rehabilitation to perform demanding activities

like SLHTs. Subjects of this study, on the other hand, were competitive collegiate

athletes who participated in the formal rehabilitation process supervised by
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respective medical personnel immediately after the injury until they achieved

RTP. Therefore, subjects in this study, despite their lower self-reported outcome

scores, might have been able to create compensation patterns to execute the

task. In fact, the mean time measures of the FPTs in this study were faster than

those in the previous studies.13,14,37,176

Furthermore, there was a tendency for the contralateral, healthy limbs to

take longer to complete the SLHT than the control group. Although hypothetical,

this may be because the contralateral, healthy limbs might have had postural

balance deficits as bilateral balance impairments may develop after lateral ankle

trauma.174 Therefore, it may not be recommended that the SLHTs in the current

study be used clinically for competitive athletes solely based upon the time

values.14

In contrast, subjects felt significantly greater pain and higher instability

performing the SLHTs with the Involved limbs when compared with Uninvolved

and control. A greater percentage of the subjects in this study reported perceived

instability of the involved limbs with the SLHTs. With the SH test, 77% (24 of 31)

reported feelings of instability, compared with 47% (14 / 30),14 60% (25 / 42),37

71% (17 / 24),176 38% (9 / 24)176, and 50% (10 / 20)13 among the individuals with
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CAI in previous literature. With SQ test, 65% (20/31) of subjects reported

feelings of instability, compared with 33% (11/30) of the previous study on CAI.14

Although speculative, this may be because subjects of this study might

have had a greater fear of reinjury as the feeling of ankle instability is generally

associated with fear of reinjury28 and the testing sessions were immediately after

RTP (4.8 ±3.8 days). Research has shown that pain-related fear of movement,

or kinesiophobia, is associated with RTP and disabilities of various

musculoskeletal disorders.2,26,97,134 A previous study on various foot and ankle

pathologies, including lateral ankle sprains, suggested that kinesiophobia and

intensity of pain were associated with self-reported functions and disabilities of

patients.97 Similarly, a previous study of general adults reported that patients

continued to have a fear of re-injury at th

96

Furthermore, patients continued to have a fear of re-injury until they actually

96 Therefore, it is important that

patients go through high demand activities and tasks such as the SLHTs in the

current study so that not only clinicians but also patients can evaluate how the

injured ankle functions with those activities in a controlled situation, and estimate
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their own functional recovery. This process will help patients to conquer a fear of

re-injury.96

The concept of the feeling of instability has not been well defined in

previous studies. Various terms, such as giving-way, functional instability,

recurrent sprains, and perceived instability, have been used to express the

concept.28,68,111 This has contributed to the difficulty in comparing studies and

inconsistent results.28 been the most commonly used

term, however, it can be either perceived or actual twisting of the ankle.68

28 Additionally,

instability with the SLHTs whereas previous studies reported only about the

presence or absence of such feeling among CAI.

A previous study reported a significant association between self-reported

ankle load activities at a short-term follow up after acute ankle sprain.162 Another

study on CAI subjects reported a significant correlation between the functional

ankle instability index and presence of feelings of instability during FPTs.37

Similarly, there were significant associations between the intensity of perceived
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instability with the SH test and the scores of the FAAM-J ADL and SP in this

study this was not the case with the SQ test. The authors believe this was

because the SH test more strongly challenges the lateral aspect of the ankle

complex and exposed the functional deficits that subjects had. Although it is

speculated that the FAAM-J SP has a higher association with perceived

instability with the SLHTs, it is unknown why the FAAM-J ADL had a stronger

association in this study.

The use of FPTs is recommended to be a component of the RTP

decision making process by the literature.89,103

was the first study in which the FPTs were utilized at the RTP phase of traumatic

lateral ankle sprains whereas the previous studies were on CAI.13,14,37,176 Based

upon the results of this study, clinicians can discriminate the acutely sprained

ankle at RTP phase against the opposite healthy limbs and control limbs based

upon perceived instability with the SH and SQ tests.

Limitations

Several limitations with the current study should be noted. First, RTP

decisions were made by respective team medical personnel without a uniform

objective guideline. Clinician-rated data such as ROM, muscle strength, and
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swelling were not included in the study. Therefore, it is unknown if this might

have influenced the results of the current study.

Second, a successful RTP is not well defined in the literature and various

factors can influence the decision.21,153 Furthermore, length of full participation

before it is considered a successful RTP can vary.153 In this study, successful

RTP was determined on the following day that subjects achieved full

participation. This was necessary because the primary purposes of this study

were to evaluate if functional deficits are present among college basketball

players at RTP phase following traumatic lateral ankle sprains. To counter this

constrains, it was confirmed at three months post-RTP that subjects were able to

maintain full participation without reinjury or any restrictions to their participations

following RTP.

Third, the time between RTP and the testing session was not consistent.

This was because the subjects were competitive athletes as well as college

and academic duties. Therefore, the flexibility of scheduling the testing session

was necessary.

Lastly, although all subjects did not have injuries or conditions in the six
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months prior to their participation in the study or preexisting medical conditions

that required medical treatment at the time of ankle sprain, previous history of

ankle sprains was not among the exclusion criteria. Hence, the result of this

study needs to be interpreted with caution as the effects of previous ankle

sprains may extend over as long as one year.165 Nonetheless, this criteria was

employed because history of ankle sprains is prevalent and common in

competitive basketball players55,125 and it would have been extremely difficult to

gather groups of subjects otherwise.

SECTION 3-6: CONCLUSION

We found that competitive college basketball players at RTP phase

following traumatic lateral sprains had functional deficits in the ADL and Sports

subscale of the FAAM-J when compared with contralateral healthy limbs and

healthy controls. Subjects had significantly higher perceived instability and

greater pain with the SLHTs whereas they had functional performance deficits

with the SH test based upon the time measures. Results from this investigation

support the use of a self-reported outcome measure and functional performance

tests in RTP decision making process.
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Chapter 4:

Prognostic ability of patient- and clinician-rated

measures for traumatic lateral ankle sprains among

collegiate basketball players

SECTION 4-1: ABSTRACT

Context: Patient-rated measures have been reported to be more valid in the

prognosis of traumatic lateral ankle sprain among competitive athletes than

clinician-rated measures.

Objective: The purpose of this study was to evaluate the prognostic ability of

clinician-rated measures and the Japanese version of the Foot Ankle Ability

Measure (FAAM-J) for the duration of disability after traumatic lateral ankle

sprains among competitive, collegiate basketball players.

Design: Prospective cohort study.

Setting: Collegiate Athletic Training/Sports Medicine clinical setting.

Patients or Other Participants: Twenty one collegiate athletes.

Main Outcome Measure(s): Following a traumatic lateral ankle sprain, subjects

completed the ADL and Sports subscales of the FAAM-J (FAAM-J ADL, SP). We
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also measured pain associated with ADL and Sports (Pain ADL, SP), passive

dorsiflexion ROM (PROM), swelling, dorsiflexion strength, and eversion strength.

For clinician-rated measures, the values of injured limbs were normalized to

those of uninjured limbs for statistical analysis. Simple regression and multiple

regression analyses were performed to identify the correlations of all the

measures with the number of days subjects needed to the return-to-play (RTP).

Results: Simple regression analysis revealed a statistically significant

correlations of the FAAM-J SP (r = -.69, p < .01), Pain SP (r = .50, p < .01), and

PROM (r = -.70, p < .01) with the number of days to the RTP. A multiple

regression model of the FAAM-J, Pain SP and PROM produced a correlation

coefficient of .78 and explained 54.5 % of the variance of the number of days

needed to achieve RTP (p < .01).

Conclusions: The Sports subscale score of the FAAM-J, the VAS score of pain

associated sports activities and dorsiflexion PROM deficit were relevant in

predicting the number of days needed for competitive, collegiate basketball

players to achieve RTP after traumatic lateral ankle sprain.
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Section 4-2: INTRODUCTION

The primary purpose of this study was to evaluate the prognostic ability

of patient-rated measures and the FAAM-J for the duration of participation

restriction following a traumatic lateral ankle sprain among competitive,

collegiate basketball players. It was hypothesized that RTP following a traumatic

lateral ankle sprain among collegiate basketball players is more valid and

predictable when based upon the FAAM-J than clinician-rated measures. This

was a part of a larger study which investigated patient-rated evaluation of

traumatic lateral ankle sprain.

Section 4-3: METHODS

Subjects

Subjects (n= 36) were collegiate basketball players of a small Japanese

college, who each sustained a traumatic lateral ankle sprain during a game or

practice participation. (FIGURE 4-1) A traumatic lateral ankle sprain was defined

as a sprain that occurred with inversion mechanism, resulting in at least one day

injury).64 The exclusion criteria for the study were; concurrent fractures, a history

of surgery to the lower extremity or lower back, any preexisting athletic injury
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requiring medical attention at the time of the ankle injury, any injury to either foot,

ankle, knee, hip, or lower back region that resulted in any restrictions from

practice/game participation in the previous 6 months. Those who were unable to

schedule a testing session within 72 hours post injury due to scheduling

difficulties were also excluded. Additionally, ankle sprains were not included in

the study when clinical evaluation revealed that signs and symptoms were not

limited to the lateral aspect of the joint, but also present in other areas such as

metatarsal bones, medial aspect of the joint, and anterior tibiofibular ligament, or

syndesmosis sprains. Thirty-six subjects sustained a traumatic lateral ankle

sprain during the study period. Fifteen subjects were excluded from the study

due to; scheduling difficulties (n = 5), a history of injury within previous 6 months

(n = 4), history of surgery (n = 2), syndesmosis ankle sprain (n = 1), and

symptoms not limited to the lateral aspect of the joint (n = 3). Thus, 21 subjects

(18 males, 3 females, height = 177.2 ± 9.1 cm, mass = 70.9 ± 7.9 kg, 19.2 ± 1.2

yoa) entered the study, two of whom were not available for the RTP testing

session. (FIGURE 4-1) This was a prospective cohort study.
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FIGURE 4-1. Flow of participants

Procedure

Following a lateral ankle sprain, subjects were evaluated by the primary

author (D.U.), an ATC with 9 years of clinical experience, to confirm eligibility and

exclusion criteria. No subjects showed signs or symptoms of concurrent

fractures.149 The initial testing session was scheduled within 72 hours post injury

once subjects achieved a successful RTP, defined as participation in a practice

or game session without any restriction. Successful RTP was confirmed on the

following day by ensuring that subjects could maintain their participation status.

Assessed for eligibility (n = 36)

Initial Testing (n = 21)

Excluded (n = 15)

RTP (n = 21)

Not completing the RTP testing (n =2)

RTP testing (n = 19)
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Prior to participating in the study, all subjects read and signed a consent form,

approved by the Institutional Review Board of Waseda University.

Outcome Measure

The primary outcome measure was the number of days that subjects

needed to achieve RTP.

Patient-Rated Measures

Self-Reported Function

Subjects completed both the ADL and Sports subscales of the FAAM-J158

(FAAM-J ADL and SP) at the testing sessions.

Pain

Subjects rated their pain on the 10 cm visual analogue scale (VAS).177

ith activities

Clinician-Rated Measures

Swelling

Swelling was measured using the figure-8 method, in which subjects
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were asked to lie supine on the table with ankles to 20 plantar-flexed with a

custom-made device.49,138 A tape measure was placed from the midpoint

between the lateral malleolus and the tibialis anterior to the navicular tuberosity,

the base of fifth metatarsal, the medial malleolus, the lateral malleolus, and the

starting point in a figure-8 manner.135 A mark was placed on each anatomic

landmark prior to tape measurements for reliability.138 The length was recorded

in millimeters. The mean of 3 measurements was used for the analysis.138

Ankle dorsiflexion range of motion

Ankle dorsiflexion passive ROM (PROM) was measured with a generic

plastic goniometer. Subjects were prone on the table with the knee joint flexed to

calcaneus while the stationary arm of the goniometer was aligned with the fibular

head and the moving arm was aligned with the fifth metatarsal. The examiner

passively moved the a

motion in the frontal plane to avoid pronation or supination motion.156 Subjects

were instructed to notify the examiner of any pain they experienced during the

measurement. If pain was felt during dorsiflexion, the range of motion prior to

pain onset was used for measurement. If no pain was felt, the examiner
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passively dorsiflexed the ankle until a firm end point was felt. The mean of 3

measurements was used for the analysis.

Strength

Ankle dorsiflexion (DF) and eversion (EV) isometric strength tests, or

make tests, were conducted with a hand held dynamometer (HHD) (PowerTrack

II Commander, JTECH Medical, Salt lake City, Utah). Assessment of muscle

strength with the HHD is regarded as reliable and valid for muscle strength

assessment in the clinical setting.145,146 Subjects were asked to lie supine on the

table, holding on to the sides of the table with their hands for stability. The HHD

was placed against the lateral aspect of the 5th metatarsal for EV and the

dorsum of the navicular for DF.168 The ankle joint was kept in the neutral position

for both of EV and DF testing. Subjects were instructed to exert 5-second

isometric maximum voluntary contractions against the stationary resistance

applied by the investigator.151

ahead-push-push-push- 155 To reduce a

possible learning e ect, subjects were asked to perform one sub-maximal

practice trial prior to the four testing trials in each direction. Measurements of the
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Newton, or N) were divided by subjects The mean of the best

three of four testing trials was used for the statistical analysis.155

We recorded all clinician-rated measurements on the injured and

uninjured limb of each subject. The order of the measurements was randomized.

The FAAM-J ADL and SP as well as Pain ADL and SP were recorded only on the

injured limb. The primary author (D.U.) collected all the data to ensure reliability.

The intersession test-retest reliabilities for all clinician-rated measures were

determined by calculating the intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC) based

upon a pilot study of 16 healthy college students. Standard Error of

Measuremen

standard deviation of the measurements.76 The minimal detectable change,

using 95% confidence intervals (MDC95), was calculated with the equation of

1.96 x SEM x .138 ICC, SEM, and MDC for all clinician-rated measures were;

= .7 cm for swelling; ICC = .81, SEM = .2 N/bw, MDC = .7 N/bw, for DF; and ICC

= .92, SEM = .2 N/bw, MDC = .5 N/bw, for EV. There was one week between the

two measurement sessions. SEM for the FAAM-J ADL and SP were 2.9 and 5.0

points, respectively whereas the MDC at 95% confidence interval was +/- 8.1
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point for the ADL Subscale, and +/- 14.0 point for the Sports subscale.158

Athletic Rehabilitation

The secondary author (H.S.), an ATC with 9 years of clinical experience,

supervised the athletic rehabilitation of subjects and made the RTP decisions.

The treatment and rehabilitation process followed conventional guidelines.12

Subjects participated in rehabilitation for approximately 90 minutes once a day, 6

days per week. In the acute phase, the injured ankle was immobilized and

subjects were instructed to apply ice, compression, and elevation for 30 minutes

several times throughout the day until acute inflammation signs and symptoms

subsided. Ambulatory assistance such as crutches was given to the subjects as

needed. Once acute inflammation signs and symptoms diminished, therapeutic

exercises were initiated to restore range of motion, muscle strength,

proprioception, static and dynamic postural control, and weight bearing and

ambulatory status while utilizing various therapeutic modalities. In the advanced

phase, more dynamic and generic athletic movements such as jumping, change

of direction, cutting, sprinting, and stopping were performed. Then, the

rehabilitation was gradually progressed and more sport specific movements
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were minimized. Restricted sport participation was allowed once clinical

examinations revealed subjects achieved good ankle strength, pain-free full

ROM, and static and dynamic postural controls compared uninjured limbs, and

could perform sport specific movements safely. RTP was allowed by the ATC

when subjects a) did not aggravate signs and symptoms during restricted sport

participation and b) gained confidence to resume full athletic participation. RTP

was confirmed on the following day of full participation.

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

All clinician-rated

the opposite healthy limbs (injured / healthy x 100). Subscales of the FAAM-J

were divided by the highest possible scores to calculate percentage values.23 A

simple regression analysis was performed to determine the correlation

coefficients between the dependent variables and the number of days to RTP. A

multiple regression analysis was performed on the variables that were found to

be statistically significant. The level of significance was set at p < .05 for all

statistical analysis. Additionally, for the 19 subjects who were measured after

RTP, the effect sizes were calculated with the equation of (post pre score) /

pooled standard deviation.122,167
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Section 4-4: RESULTS

The number of days needed to achieve RTP was 11.7 ±6.4 days. The

descriptive statistics are presented in the TABLE 4-1. The mean difference

values exceeded the MDCs for all of the clinician rated measures except for

PROM. Simple regression analysis revealed that PROM (r = -.70, p < .01), Pain

SP (r = .50, p = .01) and the FAAM-J SP (r = -.69, p < .01) had significant

correlations with the number of days to RTP. The FAAM-J ADL (r = -.04, p = .43),

Pain ADL (r = .09, p = .34), swelling (r = .23, p = .16), DF (r = -.25, p = .13), and

EV (r = .23, p = .16) did not have significant relationships with the number of

days to RTP. The multiple regression model of the FAAM-J SP, Pain SP, and

PROM produced a correlation efficient of .78 with adjusted r2 of .545 with the

number of days needed to achieve RTP (p < .01). (TABLE 4-2) A comparison of

the initial and RTP testing sessions of the injured ankle as well as corresponding

effect sizes are presented in TABLE 4-3. The mean duration between the date of

injury and the initial testing session was 1.5 ±0.9 days whereas the mean

duration between the date of RTP and the RTP testing session was 4.9 ±4.0.
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TABLE 4-1. Descriptive Statistics at the Acute Testing Session

Injured Uninjured Mean Difference Symmetry

FAAM ADL 60.1 ± 13.6 na na na

FAAM SP 14.3 ± 7.3 na na na

Pain ADL (cm) 3.0 ± 1.9 na na na

Pain SP (cm) 6.0 ± 2.6 na na na

PROM (deg.) 16.9 ± 5.8 20.4 ± 6.1 3.5 ± 4.9 0.83 ± 0.28

Swelling (cm) 53.1 ± 2.5 52.1 ± 2.7 -1.0 ± 0.7 1.02 ± 0.01

DF (N/bw) 2.2 ± 0.7 3.0 ± 0.5 0.8 ± 0.6 0.73 ± 0.21

EV (N/bw) 2.1 ± 0.9 3.0 ± 0.8 0.9 ± 0.8 0.71 ± 0.25
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TABLE 4-2. Correlation Values from the Multiple Regression Analysis

r Adjusted r
2

p

PROM -.70 .465 p < .01

FAAM-J SP -.69 .453 p < .01

Pain SP .50 .214 p = .02

Combination of the FAAM-J SP, Pain SP and PROM .78 .545 p < .01
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TABLE 4-3. Values at the Acute and RTP Testing Sessions and Effect Sizes

Acute RTP Mean Difference Effect Size(CI95)

FAAM ADL 59.7 ± 14.3 81.9 ± 3.5 -22.2 ± 13.9 1.5 (1.0, 1.9)

FAAM SP 14.1 ± 3.5 28.3 ± 3.9 -14.2 ± 7.9 1.5 (1.1, 2.0)

Pain ADL (cm) 3.0 ± 1.9 0.3 ± 0.4 -2.7 ± 1.8 1.4 (1.0, 1.9)

Pain SP (cm) 6.1 ± 2.7 1.3 ± 1.5 -4.7 ± 3.0 1.5 (1.0, 1.9)

PROM (deg.) 16.7 ± 5.9 22.2 ± 6.2 5.5 ± 4.9 0.8 (0.5, 1.2)

Swelling (cm) 53.2 ± 2.2 52.5 ± 2.4 -0.7 ± 0.5 0.3 (0.2, 0.4)

DF (N/bw) 2.2 ± 0.6 3.2 ± 0.6 1.0 ± 0.5 1.3 (1.0, 1.6)

EV (N/bw) 2.1 ± 0.9 3.2 ± 0.8 1.1 ± 0.7 1.1 (0.7, 1.4)

The values were from 19 subjects who were available for both of the acute and RTP testing sessions.



Section 4-5: DISCUSSION

In the current study, we found that only the FAAM-J SP, Pain SP and

PROM had significant correlations with the duration of participation restriction

after a traumatic lateral ankle sprain among collegiate basketball players. A

combination of the FAAM-J SP, Pain SP, and PROM explained 54.5 % of the

variance. The results of this study were compatible with previous reports that

RTP following traumatic lateral ankle sprain is more valid and predictable when it

is based upon patient-rated measures, or activity limitations, and participation

restrictions.23,178

The FAAM-J SP had the second highest correlation, r = .69, with

duration of the disability in this study. It is reasonable to see the FAAM-J SP had

a high correlation with disability encountered in the current study because the

FAAM-J SP was intended to be more specific to activity limitations and

participation restrictions associated with sports activities.106 This finding provided

evidence of the FAAM-

ankle sprain among competitive basketball players. In fact, the mean difference

between the acute and RTP testing sessions was 14.2 ±7.9, which was larger

than the MDC of the FAAM-J SP, or 14.0 points.

Pain-related fear of movement, or kinesiophobia, has been reported to

be associated with disabilities, or RTP, of various musculoskeletal disorders26,134

although this has been predominantly demonstrated in patients with Anterior

Cruciate Ligament reconstruction.2,26,94 A previous report suggested that

kinesiophobia and intensity of pain with various foot and ankle pathologies,

including lateral ankle sprains, were associated with self-reported functions and
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disabilities of patients while kinesiophobia was the strongest contributor to

disability.97 Therefore, although pain intensity is not a direct measurement of

kinesiophobia, our finding that Pain SP had a significant correlation with the

duration of disability in the current study deemed reasonable.

The finding that PROM loss was correlated with the number of days to

RTP was in agreement with a study by Wilson and Gansneder178 although the

PROM loss at the acute testing session in the current study was smaller than

MDC. Several literatures have reported that restricted dorsiflexion ROM is

associated with traumatic lateral ankle sprain and chronic ankle

instability.18,32,40,60,72,131,167,185 Furthermore, restricted dorsiflexion ROM has been

reported to be associated with gross motor control alterations in various

tasks29,54,143 and dynamic balance capabilities.5,71 Altered joint kinematics of

the talocrural joint has been considered as a plausible mechanism for limited

dorsiflexion ROM.32,167,172 Consequently, restoration of arthrokinematic

movement of the talocrural joint after traumatic lateral ankle sprain has been

shown to result in increased dorsiflexion ROM and improved

function.18,20,24,60,70,130 Furthermore, dorsiflexion ROM reflects

36,92,93

correlated with the number of days to RTP in the current study. Nonetheless,

clinicians need to interpret the result of the current study with caution as

responsiveness of ankle joint ROM was questioned in a literature review.107

That swelling did not correlate with the number days to RTP in the current

study was in agreement with a previous study.178 Other literatures have also
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reported that swelling does not correlate with self-reported functions.102,135

Although Figure-8 method may be a reliable and valid method to measure the

extent of swelling and inflammation and the mean difference of swelling at the

acute testing session matched the MDC of .7cm, it may not reflect the severity of

perceived activity limitations and participation restrictions at the initial post-injury

stage.135 And hence, it may not be suitable to predict the improvements of those

variables. In fact, subjects in the current study went through a large change in

their activity limitation and participation restriction status, from unable to continue

sports activities with the FAAM-J SP of 14.1 ±3.5 to full participation with the

FAAM-J SP of 28.3 ±3.9, however, the effect size of swelling was small. (TABLE

4-3)

Our finding that DF and EV strength loss did not correlate with the number

days to RTP, was in agreement with a previous investigation.23

knowledge, the study by Cross et al23 is the only study which examined the

prognostic ability of ankle joint strength measures for RTP after traumatic lateral

ankle sprain. Although strength deficits have been reported following traumatic

lateral ankle sprains,1,73 previous reports from various populations and settings

conflict over the effects of traumatic lateral ankle sprains and simulated swelling

on muscular function, or arthrogenic muscle response.65,91,126 Contrary to the

common belief that periarticular muscles are inhibited by acute joint injuries,75,150

previous studies reported no effect or even facilitation of certain muscles

surrounding the ankle joint, attributing it to the protective mechanism.91

Furthermore, a previous investigation showed that VAS scores of current

level of pain explained a large amount of variance in the motor-neuron pool
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excitability of the tibialis anterior, however, the scores did not explain those of the

soleus or peroneus longus muscles in the acutely sprained ankles.91 Although it

is common to assume an adverse relationship between pain and muscle

inhibition, a previous report showed muscle activation was not affected in the

presence of pain after knee injury116 and little evidence is available for the

acutely sprained ankle joint. Additionally, to the authors' knowledge, few

researches are available to show improvement in the ankle strength result in

improvements in activity limitations and participation restrictions. Thus, although

the DF and EV strength deficits at the acute testing session were larger than the

respective MDC, they were not necessarily proportional to the duration of

disability and may have little prognostic value after traumatic lateral ankle sprain.

Further research is needed in this area

The FAAM-J ADL did not have a significant correlation with the number

of days to RTP in this study although the mean differences at the acute testing

session as well as the improvement from the acute testing to the RTP testing

sessions were larger than the MDC of the FAAM-J ADL. (TABLE 4-1 & 4-3)

Because the FAAM-J ADL is not specific to sports activity limitations and

participation restrictions, it may not be effective in predicting the number of days

to RTP.

Based upon the measurements from 19 subjects who completed the

RTP testing session, the effect sizes ranged from .3 to 1.5. In fact, the effect size

for every measure except for swelling exceeded .8, showing large improvement

during the course of the athletic rehabilitation process. (TABLE 4-3) The

FAAM-J ADL and SP showed the largest improvement with the effect size of 1.5
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while swelling showed the least improvement with the effect size of .3.

Clinicians need to interpret the results of the current study with cautions.

In the patient-

are respected, patient oriented outcome measures are considered as the

gold-standard in the assessment of musculoskeletal conditions.27,129 However,

they should not be considered the sole outcome measures, nor the significance

of clinician-rated measures should be underestimated as clinician-rated

measures are valuable in many aspects. Therefore, the FAAM-J SP should be

considered a necessary but not sufficient measure in the assessment of

traumatic lateral ankle sprains.

There were a couple limitations to be noted in this study. First, the

rehabilitation process and RTP decisions in this study were not strictly controlled.

Although the purpose of this study was not to evaluate the effectiveness of a

specific rehabilitation protocol or RTP guidelines, this might have influenced the

results of the current study.

Second, the subject pool consisted only of a small number of

competitive collegiate basketball players although the number of subjects in the

current study is comparable to those in previous studies, n= 21178 and 20.23 This

was necessitated because a relative large percentage of potential subjects

(41.6%) were excluded from the study. we performed a post hoc power analysis

with a statistical software.51,52 The variance of the duration of disability explained

by valid three measures was .545 with set at 0.05. The analysis produced a

power of .958. Therefore, we believe the subject pool of the current study is

sufficient although the results of the current study are only applicable to the
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specific population of the current study.

Furthermore, an injury can have different effects on the HR-QOL of

physically active individuals and athletes than on that of the general

population.109,159,163 Therefore, clinicians need to be cautious to apply the results

of the current study to different populations such general and/or youth

populations. Future research should address these limitations by including a

larger number of subjects from various sports, ages and different competitive

levels.

Third, based upon the number of days to RTP, 11.7 ±6.4 days, majority

of the traumatic lateral ankle sprains in the study are considered relatively minor.

Therefore, clinicians need to be careful in applying the results of the current

study to relatively severe traumatic lateral ankle sprains.

Section 4-6: CONCLUSION

The results of this study provide evidence of the prognostic values of the

Sports subscale score of the FAAM-J, the VAS score of pain associated sports

predict the duration of disability following traumatic lateral ankle sprain among

competitive collegiate basketball players.
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Chapter 5:

Discussions

Crucial to EBP and patient-centered medicine, POEMs can be provided

only through studies that include patient-rated outcome measures.159 However,

the lack of such approaches in the profession of athletic training and in the

sports medicine field has been reported in the literature.50,127,128,144,159 This is

detrimental to the quality of care provided to the athlete as POEMs directly relate

to the HR-QOL of the athletes. Contrary to the POEM, DOE is of uncertain

clinical utility unless evidence of how it contributes to the overall activity

limitations and disabilities is provided.78,83

Furthermore, physically active individuals and athletes have been

reported to perceive activity limitations and disabilities from a health condition

differently than general populations as they have different expectations on their

normal functions and social roles.4,109,163,164 Therefore, POEMs specific to the

athletic population need to be provided by those who are involved in the care of

such population. The primary purpose of this dissertation was to provide POEMs

to guide the treatment and rehabilitation process as well as RTP decisions

following traumatic lateral ankle sprain in competitive college athletes.

Patient-rated outcome measures allow clinicians to assess the outcome

eyes.53 They are the primary outcome

measures in patient-centered medicine as the patient provides the information

that he or she perceives to be most important.140

The first part of this series of investigations provide evidence of cross
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cultural adaptation, translation, convergent and divergent validity, internal

consistency, and test-retest reliability of the FAAM-J based upon various

collegiate competitive athletes. The original version of the FAAM is a

self-reported outcome instrument which measures activity and participation

limitations caused by a condition of the foot and ankle region.106

No major difficulties were encountered during the translation and cross

cultural adaptation process in this investigation. For convergent validity, the

results showed that the ADL and Sports Subscales of the FAAM-J had 0.86 and

0.75 correlation coefficients with Physical functioning of the Short Form-36

(SF36). For divergent validity, correlation coefficients with MH of the SF-36 were

0.29 and 0.27 for each subscale. was

0.99 for the ADL and 0.98 for the Sports Subscale. The SEM for the ADL

Subscale was 2.9 and the MDC at 95% CI was +/- 8.1 while the SEM for the

Sports Subscale was 5.0 and the MDC at 95% CI of +/- 14. Test retest reliability

measures revealed the ICC values of 0.87 for the ADL and 0.90 for the Sports

Subscales. The MDC at 95% confidence was +/- 6.8 for the ADL Subscale, and

+/- 13.7 for the Sports subscale.

In the literature, the FAAM has been validated for its use in a variety of

health conditions. Furthermore, the FAAM has been translated into French,

German, and Persian.9,108,124 Therefore this study will allow Japanese speaking

clinicians and researchers to assess the outcome of their interventions and

clinical decisions based upon studies that used other language versions of the

FAAM, and vice versa.80

Following traumatic athletic injuries, the most important outcome is full
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RTP with minimal symptoms.163 In particular this is the case for traumatic lateral

ankle sprains as premature RTP has been indicated as one of the causes for

re-injury and subsequent development of CAI.113,160 However, there are few

studies that show athletes are in fact allowed RTP with functional deficits.

Therefore, in the second investigation, we investigated if functional deficits are

present in college basketball players at RTP phase following traumatic lateral

ankle sprains with the FAAM-J ADL and SP, and the SLHTs.

Significantly lower FAAM-J ADL and SP scores were found among the

involved limbs. Subjects had significantly higher perceived instability and greater

pain on SLHTs with the involved limbs although no significant findings were

found among the time measures of the SLHTs. Furthermore, there are significant

correlations between perceived instability and scores on the FAAM-J subscales.

Based upon the results of the current study, collegiate basketball players

were in fact cleared for RTP without full recovery following traumatic lateral ankle

sprain. This investigation was the first to show college basketball players are

achieving RTP with functional deficits. Whether RTP without full recovery in fact

leads to re-injury or development of CAI needs to be investigated in future

research.

In the third investigation, we examined the prognostic values of the

FAAM-J as well as other clinical impairment measures with traumatic lateral

ankle sprain. This is crucial as successful RTP is the primary concern of the

injured athlete and the goal of the athletic rehabilitation process.163 Also, this will

provide information on the degree to which the FAAM-J and other impairment

measures relate to the severity of the disability caused by traumatic lateral ankle
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sprains. With this evidence provided, these measures can be validated to be

used to predict RTP.

Following a traumatic lateral ankle sprain, 21 collegiate basketball

players completed the FAAM-J ADL and SP. We also measured Pain ADL and

SP, PROM, swelling, dorsiflexion strength, and eversion strength. The values of

injured limbs were normalized to those of uninjured limbs for statistical analysis.

The results indicated a statistically significant correlations of PROM (r = -.70, p

< .01), Pain SP (r = .50, p = .02) and FAAM-J SP (r = -.69, p < .01) with the

number of days to RTP. A multiple regression model of the FAAM-J, Pain SP and

PROM produced a correlation coefficient of .78 and explained 54.5 % of the

variance of the number of days needed to achieve RTP (p < .01). The FAAM-J

SP, Pain SP, and dorsiflexion PROM were relevant in predicting the number of

days needed for competitive, collegiate basketball players to achieve RTP after

traumatic lateral ankle sprains. On the other hand, other impairment measures

were questioned for their prognostic values although they are reliable

impairment measures.

the effectiveness of clinician-rated measures and patient-rated measures in

predicting the duration of disability following traumatic lateral ankle sprains,

which also reported prognostic abilities of patient-rated measures following

traumatic lateral ankle sprains.23,178 The results of this study further emphasize

the importance of patient-rated measures.

Collectively, these investigations showed the effectiveness of

patient-rated measures as prognostic and outcome evaluation tools of collegiate
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basketball players following traumatic lateral ankle sprains, providing the POEM

for such population and condition. An emerging concept in recent years is that

clinician-rated measures and patient-rated measures portray different aspects of

HR-QOL. In the patient-center medicine, patient oriented outcome measures are

considered as the gold-standard in the assessment of musculoskeletal

conditions.27,129

However, patient oriented outcome measures should not be considered

the sole outcome measure, nor the significance of clinician-rated measures

should be underestimated as clinician-rated measures are valuable in many

aspects. Therefore, the FAAM-J SP should be considered a necessary but not

sufficient measure in the assessment of traumatic lateral ankle sprains. The

results of the current studies provided further evidence, emphasizing the

lateral ankle sprains in addition to more prevalent clinician-rated measures.

This series of investigations have limitations. First of all, the subjects of

these investigations were competitive, collegiate athlete of relatively small

sample. It is reported in the literature that an injury can have different effects on

the HR-QOL of physically active individuals and athletes than on those of the

general population.109,159,163 Therefore, clinicians need to be cautious to apply

the results of the current investigations to different populations such as general

and/or youth populations.

Second, in the second and third investigations, majority of the traumatic

lateral ankle sprains in the study were considered relatively minor. Therefore, the

results of this these studies are only relevant to those minor traumatic lateral
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ankle sprains. Clinicians need to be careful in relating the results of the current

investigations to relatively severe traumatic lateral ankle sprains.

Future research should address these limitations by including a larger

number of subjects from various sports, ages, as well as different competitive

levels.
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Chapter 6:

Conclusions

The followings are the conclusions;

1. The Japanese version of the Foot Ankle Ability Measure (FAAM-J) is a valid,

reliable self-reported outcome instrument for the young, competitive athlete

with acute foot and ankle lesions.

2. Based upon the scores of FAAM-J ADL and SP, collegiate basketball players

were cleared for RTP without full recovery following traumatic lateral ankle

sprains. There is a significant association between the severity of the

perceived instability with a functional performance test and the scores of the

subscales of the FAAM-J.

3. The FAAM-J, intesnisity of pain associated with sports sctvities, and ankle

dorsiflexion passive range of motion limitaions had prognostic values of, and

hence validity in estimating, the severity of disability caused by the traumatic

lateral ankle sprain among collegiate basketball players while swelling, ankle

eversion strength, and ankle dorsiflexion strength did not.
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Foot and Ankle Ability Measure (FAAM)
Activities of Daily Living Subscale

Please Answer every question with one response that most closely describes your
condition within the past week.
If the activity in question is limited by something other than your foot or ankle mark “Not
Applicable” (N/A).

No Slight Moderate Extreme Unable N/A
Difficulty Difficulty Difficulty Difficulty to do

Standing

Walking on even
Ground

Walking on even ground
without shoes

Walking up hills

Walking down hills

Going up stairs

Going down stairs

Walking on uneven ground

Stepping up and down curbs

Squatting

Coming up on your toes

Walking initially

Walking 5 minutes or less

Walking approximately
10 minutes

Walking 15 minutes or
greater



Foot and Ankle Ability Measure (FAAM)
Activities of Daily Living Subscale

Page 2

Because of your foot and ankle how much difficulty do you have with:

No Slight Moderate Extreme Unable N/A
Difficulty Difficulty Difficulty Difficulty to do
at all

Home responsibilities

Activities of daily living

Personal care

Light to moderate work
(standing, walking)

Heavy work
(push/pulling,
climbing, carrying)

Recreational activities

How would you rate your current level of function during you usual activities of daily
living from 0 to 100 with 100 being your level of function prior to your foot or ankle
problem and 0 being the inability to perform any of your usual daily activities.

__ __ __ . 0 %

Martin, R; Irrgang, J; Burdett, R; Conti, S; VanSwearingen, J: Evidence of Validity for the Foot and Ankle Ability Measure. Foot and
Ankle International. Vol.26, No.11: 968-983, 2005.



Foot and Ankle Ability Measure (FAAM)
Sports Subscale

Because of your foot and ankle how much difficulty do you have with:

No Slight Moderate Extreme Unable N/A
Difficulty Difficulty Difficulty Difficulty to do
at all

Running

Jumping

Landing

Starting and
stopping quickly

Cutting/lateral
Movements

Ability to perform
Activity with your
Normal technique

Ability to participate
In your desired sport
As long as you like

How would you rate your current level of function during your sports related activities
from 0 to 100 with 100 being your level of function prior to your foot or ankle problem
and 0 being the inability to perform any of your usual daily activities?

__ __ __ . 0%

Overall, how would you rate your current level of function?

Normal Nearly Normal Abnormal Severely Abnormal

Martin, R; Irrgang, J; Burdett, R; Conti, S; VanSwearingen, J: Evidence of Validity for the Foot and Ankle Ability Measure. Foot and
Ankle International. Vol.26, No.11: 968-983, 2005.
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